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Abstract—Cloud provides data storage and sharing services and people works together as a group. After creating the group, member of a group able to access, modify and shares latest updated data with the rest of the group members. To sure the integrity, group member need to upload the data with their sign. After modification user have to upload data with his own private key. If user is repudiated from group then data signed by repudiated user are signed by existing users. In this, proposed an auditing mechanism for integrity of shared data with efficient user repudiation. Existing user resign the data during user repudiation without downloading data.
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources. Cloud computing and storage solutions provide users and enterprises with various capabilities to store and process their data in third-party data centers. There are various essential characteristics of cloud such as on demand self service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity etc. There are three different service platform IaaS, PaaS, SaaS. Also there different deployment model like private cloud, public cloud, hybrid cloud. In this system we use IaaS platform with public cloud. Public cloud service provider like Amazon AWS and operate the infrastructure at their data center and access is generally via the Internet. AWS offer direct connect services called "AWS Direct Connect".

As Cloud provides data storage and sharing services and people works together as a group. After creating the group, member of a group able to access, modify and shares latest updated data with the rest of the group members. cloud providers provides secure and reliable environment to the users, still there may be problem with integrity of the data due to repudiation of user. Previously after repudiation of user any of the existing user download all the data, verify it and again upload all the data, but it having communication overhead and time. In this system original user of the group resign the data with his private key due to this data in cloud remain safe. As a result, the efficiency of user repudiation can be significantly improved, and computation and communication resources of existing users can be easily saved.

RELATED WORK
Cong wang, Qian wang, Kui Pen, W. Lou proposed an distributed scheme for data with explicit dynamic operation. It also ensure users data securely stored in cloud. This system is efficient against Byzantine failure, malicious data attack etc. User can perform operation for checking storage correctness perform operation for checking and dynamic operation. Mostly focus on data checking and dynamic operation.

Cong wang, Qian Wang, Kui Ren, w. lou proposed system consist, as there are burden on user if we stored data locally. So that it uses the functionality of cloud data can stored remotely and user can access data as on demand. It uses TPA to audit the data on demand. In this, they utilized the public key based homomorphic authenticator with random mask technique to achieve privacy preserving auditing system for the data security purpose. In this most focus on security of data with public key. G.Ateniese, R.Burns, R.Curtmola proposed mechanism, that allowed the client who stored the data at an untrusted server to verify that the server possesses the original data without retrieving it. They allow to verify data possession without having access to the actual data file.

C.Wang, Q.Wang, K.Ren proposed mechanism focusing on cloud data storage security which effect on quality of service, supports secure and efficient dynamics operations on data blocks including data update, delete and append. H.Shacham & B.Waters proposed two proofs for retrievability schemes for full proofs of security against arbitrary adversaries in the strongest scheme which is
Juels and Kaliski and secondly scheme with private verifiability. B.Wang, B.Li, H.Li, F.Li proposed first certificateless diverge auditing mechanism for verifying data integrity in the untrusted cloud is based on CDH assumption and DL assumption. H.Wang proposed system for proxy provable data possession for the purpose when the client cannot perform the remote data possession checking. System was based on bilinear pairing technique.

SYSTEM DESIGN

In system design basic Block diagram includes three entities: the cloud, the public verifier, and two or many users (who share data as a group). The cloud offers data storage and sharing services to the group. The public verifier, such as a client who would like to utilize cloud data for particular purposes or a third-party auditor (TPA) who can provide verification services on data integrity, aims to check the integrity of shared data via a challenge-and response protocol with the cloud. In the group, there is one original user and a number of group users. The original user is the original owner of data. This original user creates and shares data with other users in the group through the cloud. Both the original user and group users are able to access, download and modify shared data. A user in the group can modify a block in shared data by performing an insert, delete or update operation on the block.

This system is divided into different modules as shown in figure 2. System consist of different modules: controller, storage service, trusted third party auditor, security service, data re-signature service, most important entity is user. User get interface with system through web server and web application. Any web browser work on HTTP. User send and gain reply though HTTP. The component which handle this is called web server. Web application is intermediate between web server and controller.

All the services are executed through controller. Which operation executed first it is decided by controller (i.e. registration of user, upload, download). Storage service handle all database related operation (i.e. insertion, deletion, modification). Security to the data is provided through security service such as encryption and decryption of data. If user want to check the data integrity periodically and whenever he want it done through third party auditor. Similarly not only user but also group admin and super admin can audit the data. Auditing done as challenge and email obtain from third party auditor taken as response. All members in the cloud and cloud computing environment should be trusted by each other and the members that have communication should be trusted by each other. Trust is major concern of the consumers and providers of service that participate in a cloud computing.
Design objective of the system are

- Integrity: The public verifier can be check the correctness i.e. integrity of shared data.
- secure user repudiation: after repudiating the user block signed by him are efficiently resigned by existing user.
- divergence: auditing the integrity of shared data without downloading all the data even if some data signed by cloud.
- Scalability: we add any number of user in the group as we can maintain our system properly.

For security purpose i.e. for encryption and decryption we used AES algorithm. Pseudo code for AES algorithm is as follows:

```
Cipherbyte inc[NxN]; byte ou[c<No], were w[N>Nr+1])

begin
    byte state [N,R] = int
    AddRoundKey(state, \(w[0:N-1])
    for round = 0 to Nr-1
    SubBytes(state)
    ShiftRows(state)
    MixColumns(state)
    AddRoundKey(state, \(w[N=Nr-1])
    end for
    SubBytes(state)
    ShiftRows(state)
    AddRoundKey(state, \(w[N=Nr, Nr-1])
end
```

Figure 3: AES algorithm

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULT**

Now we go for what exactly we done in the system is

1. User registration into the system

In this system we create number of group when user want to enter into the system he have to registered in to the system. At the time of registration he has to choice in which group he want to go and has to follow terms and condition.
2. User Task

After getting entry into the system user can perform various tasks with his private key such as upload data, delete, and modified the data. He gives a challenge to audit the system through the perform audit tab provided to the user by admin. Auditing report to the user as a response to the user from TPA.

3. Admin Task

As admin can perform all the operation user can perform with additional rights. He handles all group information, which user stay in the group. When user not follow terms and condition then admin has right to repudiate the user. All the file on account of repudiated user are get on admin account, due to maintain the integrity of that get maintain and this is done with reassignment report.

4. Auditing Task

When user and admin asked for auditing then TPA will mail the report to the user who done the request. Auditing help us to maintain the integrity. In auditing report it consist server communication time and total time required for auditing. Auditing time is nothing but time to response by TPA. Server communication time is input request comes what time and response in what time, the difference between this two.
Conclusions

In this system user can perform dynamic operation such as insert, delete, modify data. Admin of the group as rights to repudiate the user from the system. with this system we achieve efficient user repudiation so that integrity and security of data maintain
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